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Ti-E LEARNING OF VERBALLY CONDITIONED MATERIAL WAS

STUDIED TO CLARIFY SOME OF THE CCNDITICNS UNDER WHICH SUCH

LEARNING IS ACCOMPANIED BY THE USE OF HIGHER MENTAL

PROCESSES, AND THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH IT IS NOT. THE

STARTING POINT FOR THIS RESEARCH WAS THE PREMISE THAT

LEARNING IN VERBAL CONDITIONING CAN OCCUR EITHER WITH CR

WITHOUT AWARENESS ON THE PART Cr THE LEARNER. TO CLARIFY SCE

OF THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH LEARNING OF VERBALLY

CONDITIONED MATERIAL IS ACCOMPANIED BY THE USE OF HIGHER

MENTAL PROCESSES OR NOT, THE INVESTIGATOR STUDIED THE EFFECTS

OF TWO SUBJECT VARIABLES, INTELLIGENCE AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SET,

AND THREE TASK VARIABLES. HE CONCLUDED THAT LEARNING CAN TAKE

PLACE IN SUBJECTS OF AVERAGE INTELLIGENCE, CR BELOW, IN

VERBAL CONDITIONING WITHOUT AN ACCOMPANYING AWARENESS ON THE

PART OF THE LEARNER. IN ADDITION; LEARNING WITHOUT AWARENESS

IN VERBAL CONDITIONING CAN ALSO TAKE PLACE IF THE SUBJECTS DO

NOT HAVE A PSYCHOLOGICAL SET. FINALLY, HE CONCLUDED THAT THE

FORMATION Cr AWARENESS WHILE LEARNING IS RELATED TO SEVERAL

ASPECTS Cr THE LEARNING TASK. (GD)
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Problem on Which the Research Was Founded

The nature of the learning process is one of the most important
topics for present -day educational and psychological research. Much of
the basic knowledge which we possess on this very broad topic has been
derived froth research with lower animals. While it may be possible that
at least sane-of this basic knowledge is also relevant to human learning,
there exists a wide area of brawn learning not amenable to elucidation
through animal research. The area referred to is learning which is med-
iated by conscious verbsl processes.

Very young children, not yet possessing verbal skills, cannot make
use of these distinctly human-processes in learning. It has been assumed
by acme researchers that older children, and adults, habitually use such
processes in most of their verbal and concept learning°

Recently, evidence has been presented (e.g., Postman and Sassenrath,
1961; Verplanck, 1962) to suggest that the learning of verbal materials
might ta'c place, under sane circumstances, without the conscious mediation
of symbolic processes; that is, without the learner being "aware" that
the learning is taking place. Some of this evidence comes from studies

in wbal operant conditioning. Although nary of these verbal conditianing
studies have been oriented primarily toward the topic of psychotherapy., the

research findings to date offer fruitful opportunities for adding to orar

knowledge of how verbal materials are learned. The present investigation

takes, as its point of departure, an extensive literature survey of pre-

viously reported verbal conditioning studies. The present studies are

designed to clarify acme of the conditions under which the learning of

verbally conditioned material is accompanied by the use of higher mental

processes, and the conditions under which it is not.

Related Research

The topic of verbal conditioning has been of widespread interest
in the last ten years, as a teotmique for investigating verbal social inter-

actions, and also for investigating verbal learning and concept foramtion

processes. However, several reviewers (Krasner, 1958; Krasner, 1962;

Salzinger, 1959; Greereinoon, 1962), in describing work in the field, have

reported little closure on many of the basic issues.

One area of particular disagreement is the importance to learning

of. the subjects! awareness of the response-reinforcement contingency,
defined in terms of a verbal report elicited during or after the experiment.
Thus, in the opinions of Spielberger (1962, 1965) and Dulany (1961, 1962),
awareness plays a crucial part in the verbal conditioning process. On the
other hand, to Postman (Postman and Sainienrath, 1961), a verbalised report
of awareness is simply an alternative measure of response strength. In
Vezplanckla (1962) opinion, an awareness report is bast viewed as an operant
response which can be-manipulated like any other operant. Krasner (1962),
while considering avarice's an important variable in the interaction process,
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regards awareness defined in terms of subjects' self-reports as a "concept
of dubious validity." Farber (1963) considers that "the only important
question is whether, by defining awareness in a -given way...one can better
account for the variations in the subjects, behavior."

As Farber implies, it is not very useful to ask whether awareness
is important to learning. Rather, the appropriate question to ask, first,
is about the experimental situations in which awareness reports accompany
learning, Having answered this question, the sectxtd logical procedure is
to investigate these situations in their own right, in order to delineate
the basic psychological variables which lead to awareness reports.

The first question, about the situations in which awareness reports
accompany learning, was approached empirically by the present author. All
available published verbal conditioning studies were examined, and those
with clearly reported findings (133 of them) were classified according to

a large number of variables, including occurrence of learning and reports

of awareness (lanyon, 1966a5. Preliminary examination of the data indicated
that three of these variables in particular might be related to learning
and awareness. Accordingly, their relationships were examined in detail*
Chi-square testa revealed that they varied with awareness and learning

is the following manner:

pubject Akm... For nonstudent subjects, awareness reports accompanied

learning relativWleat often than for student subjects.

Response class complex:V. Awareness reports accompanied learning
relatively more often with simply defined, highly reliable response - classes

(e.g. first-persca pronouns; plural nouns), than with response-classes
defined by judges' ratings or complex rules (e.g., emotional words;
mildly hostile vs. intensely hostile verbs).

Response choice limitation. Contrary to prior expectation, aware-
ness reports didariccompany learning any more often in structured
(multiple-choice) tasks where subjects' freedom to response was limited,
than in unstructured tasks, where subjects had an utmlimittb,d response choice.
(e.g., interview situations.)

To see whether the two significant situational conditions were
directly related to amount of learning, studies reporting a failure of
arty grow) to learn were noted. Failure to learn was related to neither
condition, allowing the tentative conclusion that the relationships, be-
tween awareness reports and the situational conditions were not simply due
to variation in -dawn of learning.

pbjectives.

A distillation of the verbal 'conditioning research literature has
suggested two auditions (independent variables) which appear related to
frequency of aVaranetis report*. In the present study, it is intended to
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Investigate the psychological variables underlying these conditions. On
the basis of the findings of the 133. studies referred to above, hypotheses
are advanced, for each of the conditions, as to what facilitates awareness.

Subject ka. There are several possible differences between
college student& and non-college Ss to account for the relationship with
awareness. One is the presumed intelligence discrepancy or, acre specific-
ally, the discrepancy in verbal ability. Indirect support for. this
hypothesis was provided in a study by McCullough (1962), in which high
intelligent patients produced positive awareness reports after verbal
conditioning more often than low intelligent patients, with no difference
in the amount of learning manifsated by the two groups. Cram and
Strickland (1961) also found that degree of learning in verbal conditioning
was unrelated to intelligence.

Another possible factor differentiating college and non-college Ss
is the psychological "set" with which they approach the verbal conditioning
task. Their expectations of the situation and their need to understand
the proceedings have presuably been quite different. College students,
who have typically been "signed up" from introductory psychology clams,
are likely to approach a verbal conditioning situation with a strong need
to understand the nature of the experiment. They might be considered to
possess a sot toward "learning about psychology," leading them to engage
in cognitive activity and to test hypotheses about the nature of the
situation (cf. Dulany, 1961). On the other hand, non-college groups and
students with no experience in psychology have less reason for being
interested in the underlying purpose of the study, and might therefore
be expected to treat the situation in a less questioning manner. The
effect of a psychological set would presumably be enhanced by performing
the experiment under "psychological" conditions; that is, in an experi-
mental roost in a psychology building, with other psychological apparatus
in evidence.

Emma class c There are at least three possible
factors in the relationship of response class complexity to the reporting
of awareness. (a) It is suggested that response classes defined by
complex rules are not so readily conceptualized as those defined by simple
rules. As an example, in studies where the reinforced class was intensely
hostile verbs, the remainder of the stimuli presented being mildly hostile
verbs, intensity of hostile connotation has usually needed to be determined
in advance by judges/ agreement (see, BhmAkt, McConnell, and Wham, 1957;
Buss and Durkee, 1958). By aosusta.ets the tense of * verb, whether past,
present, or future, la uusiabiguous (e.g., Binder and, Salop, 1961). Thus,
the concept "intensity of hostile cormotation" should be a more difficult
concept to attain than "verb tense." (b) Further, it is considered
that response classes defined by complex but reliable rules are more readily
conceptualized than response classes defined by complex and unreliable
rules. Thus, intensely hostile* verbs should be easier to conceptualize
if the distinction has been previously agreed upon by six out of six judges,
than if agreed upon by only four or five out of six judges. It is also
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suggested that response classes with a small membership (e.g., prepos-
itions) are rare redid conceptivalized than response classes with a large
atembereliip (e.g., pact tease verbs),

alsitt"..heses and msatdares

A. Subject, tie

ar,pothesis I: High intelligent Se, equated for degree of learning
on a verbal conditioning task with low intelligent Ss, would report aware-
ness of the response-reinforcement contingency more often than low intel-
ligent Ss, independent of differences in learning,

Since this study has been already reported independently, (Lanyon
and Drotar, 1966), it is presented as Appendix II of the present report.
Briefly, it is noted that the results clearly confirmed the hypothesis.

Hypothesis II: College students' Se who have never taken a psychology
course would show more learning without awareness than college students
currently involved in a two semester introductory psychology sequence.

This study has been reported independently (Lanyon, 1966b) and is
presented in Appendix III of the present report. Again, the results
generally confirmed the hypothesis.

B. !mons class Eamie:,.ca

Hypothesis III: Response classes defined by simple rules are more
readily conceptualized than those defined by complex rules.

Hypothesis. ITN Response classes with a small membership are more
readily conceptualized than those with a large membership.

Hypothesis, V: Response classes defined by complex but reliable
rules are more readily conceptualized than those defined by complex and
unreliable rules.

H3rpotheses III, IV, and V were investigated in a single study. The
method was to have Ss watch as E presented, one at a time, a set of index
cards, each containing a single'word. A total of four such sets were
shown. Subjects were informed that each set of cards contained two dif-
ferent kinds of words (1.40.,, two response classes). After the presentation
Ss were asked to make their best guess as to what were the two kinds of
words in each of the four sets. Thus, their ability to fora. the designed
concepts was tested, To ensure that each concept was capable of being
recognized, Ss were later informed td it and asked to sort the cards, using
the correct concept. The word groups are presented in Appendix I.

tlya Aggja III: 'Response classes defined by simple vs. =pit=
rules

C
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The Concept defined by simple rules was "verb tense: present vu.
past." Forty-eight common verbs were selected. Twenty-four were randomly
chosen to be presented in the past tense, and the remaining 24 were pre-
sented in the present tense (first person form). An important criterion
in selecting the verbs was that, moat of them should not have past tenses
ending in "...ed," to guard against the possibility of risking the dis-
crimination between present and past tense visually instead of conceptually.
No verb was more than five letters in length. The mean length of the
present tense verbs was 4.2 letters; of the past tense, 4.3. Attention
was paid to matching mean lengths in this manner to guard against making

the discrimination on the basis of length.

The concept defined by canplex rules was "verb hostility: hostile
vs. neutral." A list of 31s1 verbs was presented to 30 judges with in-
structions to judge them intensely hostile, mildly hostile, or not hostile.
From the judgments, 24 verbs were selected as toe tile and 24 as neutral.
The hostile verbs had been rated by all raters as hostile (either Ili or
MR). The neutral verbs had been rated by all raters as not hostile. The

mean length of the hostile verbs was 5.9 letters; the neutral verbs, 6.1
letters. All verbs were in the first person form of the present tense.

The hypothesis predicted that a higher proportion of Ss would success-
fully form the past vs. present concept while observing the cards than
the hostile vs. neutral concept.

mthelLs IV: Response classes with a small vs. a large membership.

The conceptwith a small class membership was "grammatical function:
pronouns vs.prepositions." Twenty-four words of each type were selected.
The moan length of the pronouns was 4.1 letters; the prepositions, 3.8 letters.
Of each word type, 22 were in the first 500 of the Thorndike-Lorge fre-
quency of usage list, and the remaining two appeared in the 510-1000 cat-

egory. It should be noted that 21* words constitute the majority of the
class membership in each case.

The concept with a large class membership was "verb tense: present
vs. past," as described above.

The _hypothesis predicted that a higher proportion of Ss would success-
fully form the pronouns vs. prepositions concept while observing the cards
than the past vs. present concept.

°thesis V: Response classes defined by complex reliable rules
vs. comp unreliable rules.

The concept defined by complex and reliable rules was "verb hostility:
hostile vs. neutral," as described above.

The concept defined by complex and unreliable rules was "degree of
verb hostility: intensely vs. mildly hostile." Fran the above mentioned
judgments of 3141. verbs, 214 verbs were selected as intensely hostile (111),

vh". 4%,
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as mildly hostile (ffli). The 311 verbs bad been rated by all or
/.14i9.* all. raters (lowest = 67%) as IH, and by none or few of the raters
(*hest = 24%) as NH. The NH verbs had been rated by all or nearly all
tktOis (lowest = 73%) as MH, and by none or few of the raters (highest =
24%) as I& The mean length of the IR verbs was 6.5 letters; of the MR
vbiliOi 6.3 lettere. An verbs were in the first person form of the present
ten tai The 48 cards were shuffled and presented as a single deck.

.4.,,The hypothesis predicted that a higher proportion of Se would success-
ik:13,7; form the hostile vs. neutral concept while observing the cards than
the -nr vs. MR concept.

In designing the above three hypotheses, an attempt was made to avoid
confounding of the variables. Thus, the particular concepts whose formation

was compared in testing hypothesis III, simple vs. complex rules, were
equivalent or comparable with respect to the characteristics compared in
the other two hypotheses, namely, size of class membership and response
class-reliability. Similar considerations applied to hypotheses IV and V.

Procedure

Subjects were 96 introductory psychology students, who pqrticipated
in order to fulfill a course requirement. Each S sat lifting Ej across a
table in a small bare elgoerimental room. All sets of 48 cards were ran-
domized before each presentation. The E produced the first set of 48
cards, and said:

"Here is a set of cards. Each card has a single word on it, and

in the set there are two different kinds of words. I'm going to show

you the cards one by one, and when I'm through, I want you to tell

me what the two different kinds of words were."

The E showed the cards at one-second intervals. At the end he

recorded Vs response concerning the two kinds of words.

Each of the four sets of 18 cards was shown in this manner. The

order of presentation of the sets was randomized. The second, third, and

fourth sets were prefixed with: "Now here is another set..."

After all four sets had been shown, E informed S of the two kinds
of words in each case. He then requested S to attempt to sort each set
of cards into two piles according to the correct criterion. The accuracy

of each sorting was checked and recorded by E.

Results

The responses made by Ss to the four "criterion questions" were
recorded by E verbatim, and were later designated by him as correct or
incorrect. A second judge independently judged the answers as correct or
incorrect, The, judges disagreed only twice, and these disagreements were

resolved, by discussion. Neither judge was aware of the hypotheses being

tested.

th
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The number of Sa who correctly stated each concept (out of a possible
96), and the mean number of words sorted correctly (out of a possible 148)
were as follows:

Verb tense (present vs. past):
Degree of verb hostility

(intensely vs. mildly hostile) 46
Verb hostility (hostile vs.

neutral): 69
Grammatical function (personal

pronouns vs. prepositions): 88

correct
31 concepts

It

It

It

mean correct
48.0 sorting

40.7

47.4

48.0

tt

Hypothesis III. The proportion of students correctly forming the
verb tense concept was significantly lower than the proportion correctly
forming the verb hostility concept CL- 111 31.3, 2<.001). This result was
contrary to expectation.

Hypothesis IV. The proportion of students correctly forming the
grammatical function concept was significantly greater than the proportion
forming the verb tense concept ( 2 71.8, a< .001). Hypothesis IV was
thus supported.

Hypothesis V. The proportion of students correctly forming the verb
hostility concept was significantly, greater than the proportion correctly
forming the degree of verb hostility concept (r 31.5, 2 <,001).
lbypothesis V was thus supported.

Discussion

Hypotheses IV and V were clearly upheld; hypothesis III was not.
Some insight into this failure might be gained if the results are examined
in a somewhat different manner. An intuitive comprehensive examination of
the three hypotheses can be made by categorizing the four concepts in the
following manner:

Verb tense
Degree of verb

hostility
Verb hostility
Grammatical

function

simple, large membership, reliable

complex, large membership, unreliable
complex, large memberships reliable

simple, small membership, reliable

Each of the four concept formation proportions-31, 146, 69, and
88 respectively out of 96--differs from each of the others beyond the .05
level. Comparison of these data with the hypotheses suggests that it was the
verb tense concept cards (past, vs. present) which were generally at var-
iance tit& expectations, and thus might be held responsible for the failure
of hypothesiis
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If the results for the verb tense concept are questioned, hypothesis

IV (small vs. Urge class membership) cannot be considered to have been

put-to an adequate test. However, further °caparisons of small vs. large
class membership can be made from the above classification. These can-

paristas (degree of verb hostility vs. graninatical fUnction; verb hostility
vs. tical fundtion.), though not unequivocal tests of the hypothesie,

do support t. .

That the verb tense concept should prove difficult- to learn was
not entirely unexpected. A previoUs study (Lanyon, 1966b, Experiment I)
also found this concept to be particularly difficult to learn in a
straightforward verbal conditioning situation. A possible explanation

for these findings is that the small vs. large membership concept is of
overriding importance in determining ease of concept formation. The verb

classes are larger by far than any of the others, including the verb
hostility classes which were used for comparison in hypothesis III. This

possibility, that out of the factors studied in the present investigation,
the.major determinant of ease of concept formation is size of class member-

ship, should receive further study:

Conclusions and Implications

The present program of research took as its starting point the

view that learning in verbal conditioning can occur either with or without

wanness on the part of the learner. Learning which is accompanied by

awareness is considered to be closer in nature to an automatic condition-

ing process. A careful analysis of previous verbal conditioning studies

suggested that certain circumstances favored the occurrence of one kind

of learning, while different circumstances facilitated the other kind.

The current project, with the ultimate interest of gaining a better under-

standing of the two kinds of learning, undertook an investigation of the

particular conditions under which each might be expected of occur. One

likely set of differentiating conditions had to do with the kind of subjects

and the way they approached the learning task; another with certain

characteristics of the task itself.

The findings show that subjects will use verbal mediating processes

in learning if they view the task as one in which such an approach is

appropriate, or if they are well-practiced and canpetent in the use of

verbal mediating processes. Though these. conclusions should surprise

nobody, they have implications for the broader field of the learning of

verbal and conceptual material. One implication is that the use of med-

iating processes can be facilitated simply by making the subject aware

that he should be using them.

One surprise is the lack of evidence that verbal conditioning is

facilitated by the use of verbal mediating processes. Certainly it is not

to be seriously considered that this could be true for learning in general.

What is interesting is the suggestion that it is possible to learn a verbal

concept without the use of mediating processes.
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_ The .cOnlusiond concerning the task characteristics which facilitate
amorist fOrtaation are also entirelyvexpected. If the concept has
few iiistances, and if it is reliab36 defined, it will be learned more

.14hev;rter or not iimplicityof defini tim. is reUt_ed fo ease of
learning:. as n t iiixt to an adequate test. Probably the size of class .

meiberisibiPliest *a. many intitances)T is the more significant variable, and
thin is intui!tive37.reasonable._ To be shown the majority.of all, existing
intitinoes:Of ii:ConOliptgai Class ahOulst result in a much greater likelihood
of recOgniating,sind labelling"nlabelling" the class than if only a relatively small
propOrtiOn of the Clan is shown.

It ierpossible -that there are other variables which are associated
with he use of verbal mediating processes in verbal cOnditioning. Those
demcinstritted in the-present study might be stimarized as follows: (a)

s verbal ability and facility with verbal mediating procesves; (b) Ste
Orientation- toward the situation as a learning situation; (c) the claFity
or precision of the- concept; and (d). the armadas of the population of
instances of the concept, rather than the number of instances, to which
Ss are exposed.
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word -Grow; Utect.izt-.4Oncept Fattaticii Maki!

Ile :af: Verb: Vii;
""Etens

.

ridieuls-
inect
eabttter
debase
bits:
hard ei

heckle
sting
provoke
quarrel
hurtblau,
army
dishonor
damage
frustrate
pester
-irritate
-scold
scold
anger
rebuke
denounce

'Da
Present

zaitne
suffocate:, --
.stab

044enfile
crucify
slay
kill
rape-
loathe
cripple. _
soleist
decapitate
agonize
elettroaute
hack
-behead
lynch
annihilate
murder
haft'.
docre-
exotticiate
demolith

TGnse
Past

:-.Verb. Hostility.
Neutral

Imemple
lynch
hate
murder
slay
hang

inflame
-Wks
rape
avenge,
enrage
agonize.
mutilate

scourge
stab-
abut,
corrupt
assault
behead
crucify
afflict
strangle

give
meet
refresh
loan
repay
allow
sketch
aPP17
delegate
afford
soften
assist
Walk
guide
accredit
create
-gladden
nominate
install
devote
contribute.
acquire
purify
prepare

Grammatical Function
Prepositions" Pronouns

grow think drove tore at up Me 'themselves
know Sake begun built to by eY yourself
weak nett led lit off on we herself
see write rose lent in for us himself
live ntke _. Wept slew !tam -into he itself
drink swim ,fed rode aato .near myself
bring ring glued broke with upon one their
give have slid slept over down you them
meet
stand

say
fall

shook
died

flew
drank

among
before

above
along-

him
his

they.
your .

send fight stole were after under she mine
run went tried behind beside -her its

s.

0,0754VIVINMolf =1,1"-aallIM1111Le
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.,§AratrlousAgh 8,144x*,,4tx404,1 41,T14.4!49ra..nect 30 or 1?

-.PPLATOtavaPP".4.07,-,40*-51:144--1040W,4247.--(1962),

610474011.44tivest knAyidtwl-citAteWorm too. isido. zivumre,

-ferger9.44- 11jce,. P-50-000.407.-fie44-.Te401Artre-APPP91104. bY-,ADO-0-na and

41.0ttglW 40.411.kotory., .-444 4coteist.ekof,-higkAohool studontalrm the

49.0,o_ ;Ara_ :-.404041pitto,37 9f,:p441,,clpecOzykireve

thf":44101-An-4, The low =4%0 tir---41,104?t#494-IfeT-,--45°

5540004tila.-:-.44,44 Pe-111.P.4,11.17*.y148cAlring
.4#440-10444-4041:34PPT-,.raPilk V.Ore. 4405441a- laW-Pc4trP1- Smug!,

ti*MA W0.444,4f,flopv,P ,.mge4 ,120,-:v4-13, a an

-.01.1414. -,1,01-.Z4Aft:491t.,W4140Mgr,Tapt the rougoloto -to 9,13,, with a an

,Ai;Ofg="i44144; ;disomling,six Stv:as reinxit,,of. their perfonsuce during the. , .+,, - ,

4r13. t.12,° Ar.714714. XI!". brOe, PO *S, P-9104M4 1,4- 11*le#, Aud.,13.7topo"es.

oeir. ;T2 rr-,!*-4, 0f*4#i-t4114C gr.f!,t,.5 "PM I4 ct by (1955)

-,44.0.MOW14-0)40qvhaik Met we they) were typed i randora

order -.eor985 the tow 1, 0 r 112441 indetC 0,4140 112 the midge, 'of each

4..ca4 ifAa otMcl-a ttiltaat4612aa, !el," so we rcin,,,,in rank* ordr at
ale tot *torero' loco one, ou ids, the tanivereity Gael centh qat facing

.41,..1ktpAg4:
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--dtedisen14-'4,tiseatMent-'-Orzthe`,:titi-**j4 io

ts-tittil i ali

tndp2cd fl a Itack lin, the; table

. Ii nig '404:1Ailied; S *hat ifons'tzt,ct

ifintithde for' etch of the" tards,':'beginisingliititatir' the-istodnoinis,

CUT ui dthet *We& Or-,c`cnstiiictidit istiortant

or- all Of- eatifrainitelficis airit wielitrent,4--then, signalled

net card: to:4:Ur:W*4- al:Owing -approxilately equal Vie for each

foi01,.1-'Dutinrthe first operentleVel -Or:pronoun

ettabliiihed for 'each-4,13. AveinfOrbetS Is let, - and'

&Leh a- proceddre was neceesary

itifinvdie-to the vitattlew tiCit which Sir would often give; to the

first reinforrament if it was delsofit -Until after the 20th trisl, Reinforce-

ment cilitöd of IC,Irtelinglittercilly): idtheo irgotidni urine", molter, or

0111.11611"1ately-aftele-the efaintetiOe to be teinfOtted. For trials 27.
thrOdgh" reinfOrce-d. siert Sintence fOr Which a first person prow=
(I or we) was chosen. The Aut was tarmfineted, after 80 trials. Six 88 who

gave *ore than lis or lees then 3 .firat person pronouns during the first 20

tri_.0.1.8 were elianinated trite the studr.-
.

Following the, 80 trials, each 8.1fes: *eked a series of questions deeigne d
- (.4.".---;-

to elicit a 'report of; awareness of the renpansevreinforoement contingency.
*.1 ."

If-S had not' Arerbalised the ccaneotita between his behavior and Eta "atter the

twit four- questions, Used by Leer= (196) and

iOntieiiiffirsitili it isihmuitiVe limigthrto- trY to elicit ,Such a

Aiiiik4iiscitesioititis" modeled aftelii-Liiints (1,961) interview schedule,
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4#1.444thiatflarvisining InAataiLthe4oreotinatture:,otitheirStudt te:S in

- :.-

oSer-A40-;-..-.0700.,,,;aboactpeoloi?donbc.iti,Tsteaittcl.:40,-to . what I utitted-Ao, knit*.

T-Volintestigatembether.learttinrodetutredit.*8.4111068iiarrte-use, one

orkort:--10:Arel...:,,igtoeuprvwho:,,aret gitem'the,aese lumbar of :reinforcesdents as

thp*,:exppristintal-:.groupa, but -in 4andts4 secitencoh. Pltniiing the controls _thus

ha4. to Ektit:-anal,ireis...,of.--,the_ data frthe experinental group:4- Since the

rate. Of.,J.we.a,respeass .pttoductionciss?-zot irelated.-;to ,asx, or intelligence,

it was sufficient- temstA: ,single..cantrol group of ,aited sex and intermediate

gaclik;contra-treceitedAbe -saes nesber of' rainforestentrs per
hl lot 26 trialtrair:lbei se= Of-tha-catbined sapsrimental groups, bat

resit:sly .distributed: 43, 8r9, and, 10: reinforcements :respectively for the
first, second,: third, snd, fourth block of trials). The-mantra-5e (Group C

Ns20) ,consisted. of 11 sales and 9- females frOilt the middle IQ -range, 99407.

Results

. The change iii Iims,--respcase production is first considered without

regerd- for reported-suirentsse Figure 1 show tha-semi number of 1.4:49

responses for each of the four blocks of ,20 trials, in each of the four sex

by intelligence groups iseparately4 analysis of variance (Lindquist,
195444 281), stamarisatin Table 4, revealed no significant interactions

stiong__;any-of.the three variables, and no significantr.differences between' the

responses, tif -sales snri feitaleti. :Lori:tett:Sew high- :and Isitr-Antelligent Ss. A

4111111111111010,11111111101110b11111011111111111111110.1111111111.011111,110

t, , ,

eignificant:effect for trials Ir - 7.84,
'

St; 3/120, 2 (.01) indicated that
7 ,7%

overall production of Iwire responses. dlifaVed Ave block to block, and it t.teat
s.-
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1*,91154.131,:,t104:,jyftra, ..t,,e$0,4orlhejirat 421.4blmo1 showed: a leignificant

jePPC(140-1::: PIT!' itc11!", 8O r.(6.22, tit:- a< .001)43

Separatie t--faltite,fori.,t4104143W. ipsi.ntelligent, were:Jaime, conducted,

TAting,-21-"PI.P.14t144470:14.°W',-15P.egifik. ti,A, the .group.: Both- were- oignificant, (for

ttle::!40-7,intelggent, 2.3044df <,,005,,, .for the by intelligent

-df -144 -dempnetriting, unequivocally that -WA high

and low- intelligent Ss increased theirZswe response production.

The data for awaranósk wor t deneiderlid. Since no .differences in

Lave reepotiae production were found for either sex or intelligence levels

the 'groups were caibined aver sex into caaposite groups of high intelligence

(arrow itYand low ititelligence (Group Each 3 Was then classified as

awoxe'o Unaware eaeording to the Imeult of the poit.experimental interview:
. -:

,

Unequivoiarclassification was possible in all cases, with the extended

questioning eliciting a positive awareness report from three additional s.

The proportions of aware and unaware Ss in Groups if and L are shown in Table 2.

The proportions are significintly different (Fisher's emactE<.001), with

Insert :Table- 11Wrgre; -:

fewer of the-Group L Se reporting, SWarenes0.

: A pore rigoroue.!_teet'of,the hypothesis demands- that Groups 11,-and L be

matched:, for .14,we_responeivity.:: .4ccor,diziglyt_ the overall- increase in I7we

product/44)4;w_ tpftrst to thlt_f_owmtkl,lookof _t41.als.- was determined for

egok&sepaipatelys awk,S0-,:fraa,*ow Ran4L were matched in paire--,of Ss.

4441g, otl!*X':Plfe:A 00411,021_4: ;37 thPraCeithVo---49,Patile, were included, for
16.1.40,,,hopv the- response change was the same or within one point. The mean

incresu3e for ,thAiliwitchedgh..,:anst4Oirlattelligenoe4roupe, was. exactly equal.

Tb_ktintOPAre-otatiareyand una ware,Stirrtheeeemaiched-grOuPPre given in

r
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egact,v4_001) with fewer law than bigh.intelligent Ss reporting awareness.

,detepeine whether learning took place in both 017.2e.and unauare Ss$

Gronpa, and 4: wom7A stribute0..intit avere (Group. 41, 11=2?..) _fan!! un.eware

(GPAIR-:k4-21). -9MM4,-.44d-U Were .4.3en octv. 4ri34 for I-w?pgrponse

Pr°4-4°V.°19"11 .1W04.37 rfkl4P0ack goOre, gr9tip (c) 449'e 2 al10w0

*I=
the nitabiir Of ±4..4 4-20 tiia1e, for groups

ineikiesii:inYt4ie"prtipdacticti free

tlie'llrett toit* fatirth.2biook'of-triale'lt--2:2,52, 'dtit 20, a< .02), as did

Group it,*(t di* 22, it.02), o:Chotied -nons=sigefficant

boti dro i'and. Gr ehnied a ifIcánt1y greater
inaretie iü t-we prdfiction tnidclronp C, int did tiot'ilikter fro! each

ottiiir: in thiefrespect (A 15. CS''''t al 2.85, *-clf is 39, E U vs. C: 289,

e.f' 3 14.01; vs, Vs =

DAscuseime

Higtfiand lo.w intelligent Ss Showed Mailer increases in I.we response

prodiction Over 80"vx,rbat conditioning triaiei. Melee, and festalifit did not

Sigitifitinitay SIO'rei high thaw lbw inteilliigeont Se

repo-rte .! iniareiless of the reeponiei:.reinforceisent-otittingenor, and there was

itCl'ilifft4el1i degree of-learning between- the Marti and- unaware' kionitii, both

ofitheit,'IMMierer;:differed sigaifictinty f atiictireinfOrCed'.-COntrol

POrt the tiyifOtheilis is related tO

(E)pielbeirge41011.iitirepPrOatifito: 4erilcutioning
holds that life awareness of the response-reinforcement oontingenoy is a



netiestiary-catiditicit fOr leaner* to:Vocuri;:z7-This Was.Lctintra.-

diatectliVA -44cenfirttite by- -13.161,44,0akit*:(1965),, wjte4hOted-thitt_restrict-

ilittailoPtiortUnity foritediatinefoognitive A-atiltV. 'during leariling led to

feiwer:riabitive: itirtz,eneWreporte, bitt'no teduotitiv in-learninti, -Thepresent

study:might 'be regardddles. e12srth.t6fDixct ank_Zekesi in that4ofa

intelligent:1S Are-inare, restricted in .ability for-mediating- cognitive sa-

tiety than, high -intelligent Se; and- the: results are also --essentially

There in -e evidence that the lailure --of Spiolberger and his students

to demonstrate 'learning without .awarenesi in verbal conditioning is confined

to studies enploying high intelligent Ss. *Thus, in Levin's (1961) study

using patients, same evidence for learning without awareness ma reported.

Spielberger, DeNike, and Stein's (1965) unaware patients also increased

their I..* response production over 100 verbal conditioning trials . The

present results, however, question the view that awareness necessarily accua

pani'es learning even in the high intelligent group. A canparison of the in-

crease in I-ve production from the first to the fourth block of trials for the

five high intelligent unaware 68 with that of the control group suggests signi-

ficant learning by these unaware Ss (t al 1.89, df se 23, .10>g> .05). In the

present study, than there is no evidence that awareness necessarily accompanies

learning even for high intelligent Ss.. It must be remembered that all the

present Se were run under relatively informal conditions, and that the high

intelligent group were not college students.. That nob differences between

the present study and most of the Spielberger studies might be responsible

for the differing results has in fact been indirectly suggested by Spielberger

himself (1962).

The importance of using-exhaustive questioning procedures for awareness
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BAcKaRomt

The nature or the learning process is one of the most important
topics for present--coy educational and psychological research. Much of
the basic kricArledge which we possess on this very broad topic has been
derived from research with lower animals. While it may be possible that
it least acme of this basic knowledge is also relevant to human learning,
there exists a wide area of human learning not amenable to elucidation
throUgh animal research. The area referred to is learning which is med-
iated by conscious verbal prOcesses. Very .young children, .not yet
possessing verbal skills, cannot make use of these distinctly human pro-
cesses in learning. It has been assumed by some researchers that older
children, and adults, habitually use such processes in most of their
verbal and coneept learning. However, recent evidence suggests that the
learning of verbal materials might take place, under some circumstances,
without the conscious mediation of symbolic processes; that is; Without
the learner 614 "aware" that the learning is taking place.. Some df- this
evidence adzes from studies in verbal operant conditioning. Although,many
,of' thetiii Veibbalionditioning studies have-been oriented primarily toward the
toi6ie-ii.4jeiriiioiierapy, they provide opportunities for adding to our know-
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ledge -ho st_*erVilatateritisilitiviejaiteiro- Vie present etucty was designed

tp:At.-74414r:25.013-0" the- conditiOns ender which. the learning of verieiry- --

conditiorottmaterial4a fnctitiiapstiect,try the, use .Of' higher Mental processes,
and _the: ,conglition0: under whiOhAt :16 riot.

=OBJECTIVES

The%studr invetitigated, the two- subject. variables (intell-

igence,and_pstshological set)' on learningldthout awareness, and also

examined: three task variables which were thought to affect ease of learning
verbal concepts.

Subject variables:

otgte. 14 High intelligent -Ss, equated for degree Of learning

on a verbal, conditioning task with low intelligent Ss, would report aware-

ness of the responsegfreinforoement contingency more Often than low intel-

ligent St!, independent of differences in learning.

&potheets II. College student Ss who have never taken a psychology

. course Mould show more learning without awareness than college students

ctuvently involved in a two semester introductory psychology sequence.

Task variables;

thesis III. Response classes defined by simple rules are more

readily conceptualised than those defined by complex rules.

,,Avpotheels- IV.. Response classes with a small Membership- are more

readily-(dowteptualized-theri those with a large ambershiP.

. -.)pip.othesis V. Response classes defined by complex but 'reliable rules
are more:s.-peedily conceptualized than those defined by complex and un-

reliable rulet.



PROCEDURE MD RESULTS

Ezpotheitit

- .ftentyftsto his t- intelligent and 22 low intelligent high school

junicitivant-seniore were reinforced for-choosing. Iwo: responses in a

-Orsamon. verbal -ccaditioning:task. .Control.Ssireceived the same amount of

reinforcement randomly .distributed. An exhaustive post-experimental

discuSsion was= held. with each 3-to determine any awareness of the, resporme--

reinforcement contingency.

Results;

More high than low intelligent Ss reported awareness.

(2) Aware_ andunaware Ss did not differ in degree of learning,

which was significant for both groups.

(3) Degree of learning was unrelated to sex and intelligence.

Wothesis II

Two studies were performed: In the first, it was predicted that

subjects recruited fray psychology classes and tested under standard con-

ditions (Group P: psychological set): would show more learning without

awareness than.non-perychology-stUdents recruited and tested under non-

psychological conditions (Group N: no set). In the second study:i simpler

task was employed, and in addition,. possible E bias was controlled by

leading the student E to expect opposite results from those actually anti-

_ otpated by h supervisor. randomly reinforced control group was also

included.

Results:

,Study -1 ,The. set and 49,40; groups did not differ sigaifi-

possibly, _because the _conditionina 1...ask. employed was too

.6111;..-



Learning without awareness- was _demonstrated in

.ths no leet;subjecfo.-

Hypotheses mj.iv, and V were- investigated in a single Study. The

general methid7weia to tave-Sts watch as-E presented, one at a time, a set

of index cards, _eadhAcntaining a single word. A total of four such sets

were shown. Subjects were inform d that each set of cards contained two

different kinds_ of words (i.e., two response classes). After the pre-

sentation Ss, were asked to make their best guess as to what were the

two kinds of words in each of the four sets. Thus, their ability to form

the designed concepts was tested. To ensure that each concept was capable

of being recognised, Ss were later informed of it and asked to sort the

cards, using the correct concept.

Itypothesis, nt: -Si 'fie vs. ocaipllx rules. The concept defined by

simple =let was "verb tenses present vs. past." Forty-eight canon

verbs were selected. Twenty-four were randomly chosen to be presented

in the past tense, and the remaining 24 were presented in the present

tense (first person form). Lists were snatched on length and visual

cues. The concept defined by complex rules was "verb hostility: Hostile

vs. neutral.", From a list of 341 Verha rated on hostility by 30 judges,

24 verbs were, selected as hostile and 24 as neutral. The hostile verbs

had been rated by all raters, as hostile, and the neutral verbs had been

rated by all raters as not hostile.

Results.: . 4

The verb hostility concept was learned significantly more

often than the *orb tense concept (69/96 vs. 31/96). Hypothesis M



C
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e.t

Waal therefore not .colifed--

HyPothesis Stan Val, large clash membered. The concept with

a mill- clean: inemberahip- was "grammatical function:: pronouns vs*. pre7

positione." -Twenty-four words, of each type were selected, matched, for lerIgth

and ThOnidike-Forge. frequency. The concept with af large, class meethePship

was "verb tense:- present vs. past" as described above.

Results:

The grammatical function concept was learned significantly

more often than the verb tense concept (88/96 vs. 31/96). Itypothesis

IV was thus confirmed.

apothesis V: Complex reliable rules vs. complex unreliable rules.

The concept defined by complex and reliable rules was "verb hostility:

hostilAt vs. neutral," as described above. The concept defined by complex

and unreliable rules was "degree of verb hostility: intensely vs. mildly

hostile." Froin the above. mentioned judgments of 3141. verbs, 2!& verbs were

selected as intensely hostile (rated as such by most raters), and 214 as

mildly hostile (rated as such by most raters).

Results:

The verb hostility concept was learned significantly more

often than the degree of verb hostility concept (69/96 vs. 146/96).

Hypothesis V was therefore supported.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Learning can take place in subjects of average intelligence or

below in verbal conditioning without an accompanying awareness *on the part

of the learner.
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(2) learning without awareness in verbal conditioning can also take

place if the sUbjects do not have a 'psychological set."

(3) The utility of cognitive theory in understanding verbal cm-

ditioning phenomena is not supporta&

(14) Concept formation, or the formation of nawareness" while learn-

is related to several aspecte of the -learning task. Spicifically,

formation is facilitated if the concept has relativeV few itstances and

if it is reliably defined.
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,APPENDIX III

Verbal auditioning: Awarenses and Subject t;ei;

Richard I. Lanyen

Rutgers Theiversitai

TtflO studies investigated the effect of Ss, "paychological set" on
leerzing without awareness in verbal cenditicuing. In the first, it son
predicted that subjects recruited frc:c psychology claases and tested under
standard ocinditions (Group P: psychological set) would show more learning
without awareness than non-psychology students recruited and tested metier
nonepsychologieal auditions (Group Nt no set). The groups- did not differ
siseeificantly, possibly because the conditioning task was too difficult.
In the second study a simplertesk was employed, and in addition, possible
E bias was controlled by leading the studant E to expect geposite results
Tram those actually anticipated by his supervisor. A randomly reinforced
control group was also include& Learning without allarefleS3 was unequivocally

.clemenstrated in the "no set" Se.

Introduction

Ina recent survey, it wa concluded that learning without awareness
has by no means been discounted in verbal ccediticaing, although circum-
stances favorable for its ocourrenoe have not been widely explored (Lanyon,
1965)9 For wimples the available evidence suggested major differences
between college and sort - collage subjects in the degree of awareness teported
after a verbal conditioning teak. Significantly, most of the evidence which
has been previously utilised to en pert the view that learning is mediated
by awareness was found to have come free etudies employing college students.

Reasoning that intelligence is one isporbent factor differentiating
college students from other pcpulations studies, Lanyen and Drotar (1966)
compared high and low intelligence high school students on a simple verbal
conditioning task& When the high and low intelligence groups were equated
for degree of learning, awareness was found to have been reported siglifi-
cantly more often by the high intelligence subjects, even after an exhaustive
post-experimental interview.

Beside intelligence, college and non-college subjects used in verbal
conditioning studies have differed on another major factor. Their expecta-
tions of the situation /rid their need to understand the prcceedings have
presumably been quite different. College students, who have typically been
"signed up" frail introduotory psychology classes

,
are likely to approach a

verbal conditioning situation with a strong need to understand the nature
of the experiment. They might be considered to pewees a set toward "learn-
ing about psychology," leading them to engage in cognitive activity and to
teat hypotheses about the nature of the situation (of. Dulany, 1961). On

the other hand, not - college groups and students with no experience in psy-
chology have less reason for being interested in the underlying purpose of the
study, and might therefore be expected to treat the situation in a less
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Group N consisted of etudents approached at rand= in the main uni.-
varsity library. The experimenter simply requested that they volunteer 20

tee to take part in a atudy.1 Thoee who agreed were taken to a met
canner of the building, where they eat across a table free the experimenter
and. were administered first the QT and then the verbal conditioning task.

zry

Group P consisted of second semester introductory psychology students
who signed up for the eaperiment to fulfill a course requirement. They were
Osten the gr followed by the verbal conditioning task in an experiments/ roam
in the psychology laboratory, by the saw experimenter.

Procedure

Subjects sere instructed to make up a sentence or each card beginnieg
with any prcnoun and containing either of the too verbs. During the first 20
trials, the experimenter reap:tided with the reinforcing emus to the
first, seventh, and fourteenth sentences, in order to accustom the subjects
to the reinforcement. For trials 21-80, he reinforced every sentence for
which a present tense verb was chosen. The experimenter wrote dawn each sen-
tence, using a clipboard so that the erabjeets could not see what va* being
written. The reinforcement used vas either "good," "fine," "okaysee or "em-hua,"
in =doe order, given immediately following the sentence. Five potential
Group N subjects and five potential Group 1? subjeete were aiminated becauel
'they gave too few present tense responses (arbitrarily set at fcur or fewer)
during the first 20 trials.

Awareness interview. Following the 80 trials, the experimenter questioned
each subject about his perception of the nature of the experiment. Levines
(1961) interview schedule was used, with the following modification. Levin's
first seven questions were condensed into fours while two farther questions
were added to the end of his schedule. The purpose of these additional qu.e
tions was to take the inquiry even further than Lavin had done, by actually
confronting subjects with the " and asking if they had thought of it
while they were maldng ip sentences. Thus, it was carefully explained to the
subjects that "good" etc. had been said after every choice of a present tense
verb; and they were given a Mull opportunity to claim that they became "aware"
during the conditioning peyeAod.

afi"tine

Mans and covarisone between the first and the fourth blocks of trials
(1.20 and 61-80) are given in Table L excel) N showed a significant increase

ti 71# K2 WA a an SIA VIZ CP GO 60

Insert Table 1 about here
CIT RD CD G ao SP Si GU CD a) WO CEP

in present iewese verb reepaases iron the first to the foluth bleak of trials
(t 2.97, k (001)0 whereas amp P did not (t .23). The difference between
these bee:ceases was not eigaificant (t 1.277.
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The hypothesis requires that cawariscas be seede cm unaware subjeots
only. Those subjects reporting awareness (one in Group N and three in Group
P) were discarded. In no case was there- an ambiguity about classifying sub-
jects as aware or unaware. Means and cowrie= between the first and the
fourth blacks of trials using unaware subjects only are also presented in
Table 1, while the means are depicted graphically in Figure 1. Again, Group

N subjects sigaificantly increased their prodection of present tense verbs
(t = 2.65, E.< .02) while Group P subjects did not (t = .07).

Insert Figure 1 about here

The crucial compariaon of the study crocerns the difference between the
increases shown by the two groups. This differences although in the anti-
cipated' direction, tailed to react significance (t as 1.33).

Discussion

The results showed that Group N subjects, who did not have a psycholo-
gical set, =reseed their production of criterica responses over the verbal
conditioning interval, and that such an increase was also shown by those
subjects in the group (19/20) who did not report awareness of the response-
reinforcement contingency. However, this Increase was not significantly
greater than that sham by the unaware subjects in Group P, where a psycho3.o.
gical set was present. It should be noted that the obtained increases cannot
be unequivocally attributed to carditicnings since no appropriate control
group was included for comparison.

A possible rearm why the increases were relatively email is that the
learning required was excessively difficult. Such en interpretation would also
account for the =expectedly small proportion of aware subjects in Group P.

A more agotward flaw than the task difficulty, however, involves the fact
that the experimenter knew in advance what results to expect. It could be
argued that the groups were accorded differential treatment which produced
the discrepancy in reeputse increases. To counter both limitations, a second
experiment was performed,

err II
In this state, the experimenter was given a deliberate bias minst the

,w,..iiteg results. The major interest was directed toward demonstrating learn--
ing without awareness in subjects who do riot res a "psychological set,"
Since it has been amply demonetreted (of. Spielherger, 1966) that subjects
who do possess a set do not learn without awareness, Duch a group was not
included in this study. Remmers a roadway reinforced control group was
included so that reeponsa incresees in the experimental groups could be de-
signated as specifically duo to learning. The veh-tense task was abandoned
in favor of the traditional and less difficult pronoun task. In order to
Xessen the likelihood of Any =aware learning being due to subjects! low
intelligence (Lazy= and Drotar, 1966)0 id elegy students aid graduates were
employed as subjects.
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The experimenter was a premedical student who was enrolled in the author's
one-semester introductory psychology course for non-majors, and who had inde-
pendently volunteered to do a research project for his own interest.2 The
author introduced him to the area of verbal conditioning, explaining carefully
that, in spite of early evidence to the contrary, he suspected that learners in
verbal conditioning could always be shown to be aware of the response-reinforce-
ment contingency, provided they were questioned closely enough. Thus, the author
promoted Levin's (1961) position. The experimenter was instructed to be as
natural as possible and to minimize references to psychology.

Method

Subjects were 25 males and 25 females, of whom 32 were students at Rutgers
University (Camden campus, where such studies are rarely or never conducted),
and 18 were recent college graduates. Their mean age was 20.3 and their mean
educational level was V.i.8 years. Sixteen subjects (eight males and eight
females) were randomly assigned to each of two experimental groups: Group F,
to be reinforced for using first person pronouns, and Group T, to be reinforced
for using third person pronouns. Sixteen additional subjects comprised the
c ontrol group (Group C), which was run last for reasons given below. The two
remaining subjects were discarded at a later stage in the study.

Subjects were requested to take part in a short research study. The
majority acquiesced with no questions; those who asked for more than a minimal
amount of advance detail were not used. The experimenter did not explain his
background. If pressed, he said he was a pre-medical student. He did not id-
entity the study as psychological, and subsequent questioning showed that only
five subjects had regarded it as such. Subsequent questioning also assured

that none of the subjects included were currently taking a psychology course,
and that only two had ever done so. The nature of the sample (and the experi-
mental conditions, as described below) minimized the possibility of a set toward
psychological thinking or problem solving.

Subjects were seated across a table from the experimenter in a roan free
from distraction. All, the college students and some of the graduates were
recruited from the College Student Center, and were tested in a small study room
in the Center. The remaindef were recruited in a number of ways, and were
tested in a quiet room in a private home. Taffel's (1955) verbal conditioning
task was used: with 80 stimulus cards. Each card contained the pronouns "I,"
"we," "he," and "they" typed across the bottom in random order, and a different
past tense verb typed in the center. Instructions were similar to those for
Experiment I. The reinforcing stimulus was either "good," "fine," "okay," or
"mm-hmmil given in a flat, unemotional tone immediately after the sentence to
be reinforced. In order to appear as natural as possible, the experimenter
chose whichever response best fitted the sentence.

During the first 20 trials, the experimenter responded with the rein-
forcing stimulus to the first, seventh, tenth, fourteenth, and nineteenth
sentences in order to accustom subjects to the reinforcement. For trials 21-
80, Croup F subjects were reinforced for choosing "I" or awe00 while Group T

subjects were reinforced for choosing "he" or "Utley." For Group C subjects,
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the reinforcing "stimulus was delivered.randcaly, in the same proportion for
each black as had been given ttrthe- experikental subjects. Group 0 was run
last la-order that the amount of ItandortYreintorcecent to be delivered would
be Imam- all cases, the reinforcekent was given irmediately following the
sentence.

Following the 80 trials, subjects were queationed at length about the
experiment, using exactly the same-procedure as in Experiment I. Only two
subjects verbalized awareness; they were discarded, as previously indicated,
leaving sixteen subjects in each group. The above mentioned questions about
experience with psyChology and perception of the etudy as a psychological one
were also asked at the ccacluzion of the study.

Results

Means and comparieces between the first and the fourth block of 20 trials
are given in Table 2. For the control Group C, both I-we responses and he-
they responses were recd. ded: these are, of course, co nplementaryl

Insert Table 2 about here

The results are shown grlphically in Figure 2 (again, the two curves for Group
C are catplementary).

Insert Figure 2 about here

The change in I-we responses in Group F from the first to the fourth
block of trials was compared with the corresponding change in Group C. There
was a significantly greater change in Group F than in Group C (t 2.70, =

30, 2.4.02); and the increase within Group F was itself also significant
(t it 5.91, df et 15, 24.001). Thus, reinforcement for I-we responses served
to increase the production of these responses.

The change in he-they responses in Group T from the first to the fourth
block of trials was compared with the corresponding change in Group C. There
was a significantly greater change in Group T than in Group C (t = 2.89, df =
30, 2 <.01); and the increase within Group T was itself also significant
(t 4,14, df 15, a4 .001). Thus, reinforcement for he-they responses served
to increeae the production of these responses.

Two modifying comments are in order. First, the results for Groups F
and T are not entirely independent, because the same control group was used in
each case. Second, the results for Group T are slightly weakened by the fact
that he-they productica during the final block of trials was not significantly
greater than that of the control group.

Discussion

Experiment II demonstrated that, in the absence of the usual psychological
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set surrounding participation in a verbal conditioning study, conditioning
occurred without an accompanying report of awarenesS from the subject. Possible
experimenter bias darirk3 conditioning or interview web Controlled by misinform-
ing the experimenter of the -anticipated outcetne,

Psychologists favoring a cognitive rather than a behavioral approach to
awareness in verbal conditioning might have objected to previous studies
reporting learning without awareness on the grounds that the subjects employed
were often below average in cognitive ability (e.g., maw institutionalized
psychiatric patients). It could be argued that since these subjects could not
report their cognitive processes adequately, they would not constitute a fair
test of a hypothesis based on cognitive theory. Such a criticism was precluded
in the present stud by the use of college students and gradizates. For further
assurance of adequate reporting, the experimenter carefully e7plained to the
subjects diving the interview what had taken place in the conditioning task, eo
that there should be no doubt as to what he wanted to know about their conscious
verbal processes,

It has previously been demonstrated that subject intelligence is one
variable affecting the reporting of awareness in verbal conditioning. The
present study has shown that the existence of a "psychological set" is another
such variable. No attempt is made here to utilize these findings in under-
standing the verbal conditioning process; however, it is felt that a careful
delineation or all the relevant variables affecting awareness will ultimately
lead to such en underetanding.
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Frequency of Present Tense :Verb itespotipee :for Group P (Peyohologioal Set) and

. Group N (No Set), and fkyvarieolts Within and Between
.

Groupe

Trials Trials t Mfr. in t
1-20 6140

1._

Group P IC 20) 6.50

Group N as 20) 7.35

Unaiere suljjAsts Nza

Group P 1?)

Group N (N 1;1 19)

increases

6.70 .23 - ..:*;
1.25 1.27

8.80 2.97 .03.

6.75 6.71 .07 -
1.34 1.33 -

7.37 8.67 2.65 <.02

"".""".""tt"-77.7(,
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Precium:14 of Crit fitti*n Responses sad Corverisons Within Grave; F and T; end

Comparisons of-ctiongea Masan. These Groups end the

Control Group C.

Group .111,

Group 'd (tatie)

Group T

Group C (he .they)

Trigs
1.-20

8006

31)05o

8,94

9950

Trials
6180

11a06

1009b

11.37

9.06

t
alo

541 '4; on
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Figum 2. Frequency of criterion responses for
each block of 20 trials, for Group F and Group P subjects
(all unaware) and for control subjects*


